
PLASTIC COMB PUNCH & BIND

Electric Punch and Manual Bind Machine for Plastic Comb
OFFICE LINE
Easy to use with electric foot pedal and binds up
to 280 books per hour.
The Combi Comfort is the electric punch and manual binding machine
for plastic comb. With all the same high quality features of the Combi S
above, the Combi Comfort has a higher binding capacity of 280 
books per hour and a higher punching capacity of up to 10,000
pages per hour. Punching is done precisely and quickly with a
press of the foot pedal. The adjustable margin knob allows for
variable margin setting and adjustment. Plastic binding combs
are available in 11 different colors. The Combi Comfort measures
14.2” x 19.7” x 3.8” and includes a 90 W motor.

Electric Punch and Manual Bind Machine for Plastic Comb
OFFICE LINE

The professional solution for small run publications
and binds up to 300 books per hour.

The Combi E includes an electric drive and an easy to use lever for  binding.
This combi is made for higher quantity output with added speed from the

250 W motor. With a press of the foot pedal, the Combi E can punch
up to 25 sheets per cycleand up to 20,000 sheets per hour. The Combi E

can accommodate many different types of cover or back cover
stock and includes adjustable margin control and disengaging

punch pins for easy format  adjustment. The Combi E has a binding
capacity of up to 300 books per hour and can bind books up to 2” in

thickness. The Combi E measures 19.3” x 19.7” x 9.9”.

Manual Punch & Bind Machine
For Plastic Comb

OFFICE LINE
Flexible and versatile. Pages open fl at

and can be changed later.
The Combi S is a manually operated punch and bind machine for

plastic comb with a binding width of 13.5”. The Combi S can bind books
up to 2” thick and punch up to 5,000 pages per hour. A combined

two-lever system can easily punch and bind different types of cover
stock. Pages can be easily added or removed with the plastic comb

system - a big advantage if pages need to be adjusted or changed. The 
Combi S also includes adjustable margin control and disengaging punch 
pins for easy format adjustment. The Combi S measures 14.2” x 19.3” x 

3.5” and binds up to 250 books per hour.COMBI S

The Combi Series machines are made in Germany, 
designed with a compact construction and are
engineered of quality heavy gauge metals.
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